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A B S T R A C T
The presence of shadow in an image is a major problem associated with various visual processing ap-
plications such as object recognition, traﬃc surveillance and segmentation. In this paper, we introduce
a method to remove the shadow from a real image using the morphological diversities of shadows and
sparse representation. The proposed approach ﬁrst generates an invariant image and further processing
is applied to the invariant image. Here, shadow removal is formulated as a decomposition problem that
uses separate local dictionaries for shadow and nonshadow parts, without using single global or ﬁxed
generic dictionary. These local dictionaries are constructed from the patches extracted from the resid-
ual of the image obtained after invariant image formation. Finally, non-iterative Morphological Component
Analysis-based image decomposition using local dictionaries is performed to add the geometric com-
ponent to the non-shadow part of the image so as to obtain shadow free version of the input image. The
proposed approach of shadow removal works well for indoor and outdoor images, and the performance
has been compared with previous methods and found to be better in terms of RMSE.
© 2016, Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Shadow detection and removal process is widely used as a pre-
processing operation in various image processing applications for
the removal of undesirable noise and objects. For example, appli-
cations such as video surveillance [1], scene interpretation [2] and
object recognition [3] require shadow removal as an initial step to
eliminate the undesirable effect of noise on the performance of such
systems. Once detected, shadows in images are used for applica-
tions such as detection of object shape and size in aerial images,
detection of movement of objects in video surveillance system, and
ﬁnding the number of light sources and illumination conditions in
natural images. In digital photography, removal of shadows can help
to improve the visual quality of photographs. Ignoring the exis-
tenceof shadows in images can, in general, degrade theoutputquality.
Shadow detection and removal is an active research area for the
last two decades. Several algorithms have been proposed based on
learning [4], color models [5], region [6,7] and invariant image
models [8,9] for shadow detection and removal in image as well as
in videos. A major work by Lalonde et al. [10] mainly focuses on
the shadows cast by objects onto the ground plane. Other notable
works are based on assumptions of Lambertian reﬂectance and
Planckian lighting [11]. Interested readers can see a review article
by Sasi and Govindan [12] to get a more comprehensive report of
the methodologies reported in the ﬁeld of shadow detection and
removal during the last decade.
Though shadow removal involving multiple images [13] and in-
teractivemethodologies [14–16] provides superior performance, fully
automatic approaches available for single image shadow removal
stand behind them in terms of performance. This is because of the
fact that indoor and outdoor shadows are much affected by the di-
rection, intensity of light source, as well as geometry and texture
of the objects where shadow is cast.
The review carried out reveals that the research work reported
in shadow detection and removal works satisfactorily in the case
of user interaction [14–16] and for multiple images [13]. The au-
tomatic approaches available for single shadow removal are more
complex to implement and setmuch restriction in the class of images
under consideration [10,11]. Reintegration methods and local area
processing are time intensive. Also, many methods cannot distin-
guish between near dark objects and shadows. In the case of small-
patch regions, image in-painting method is more suitable, whereas
in-painting large patch holes involve huge computation. Thus, the
topic of single image shadow detection and removal requires a good
amount of further research to develop an approach that provides
satisfactory performances.
This paperproposes amethod to remove shadowfroma real image
using sparse representation and a variation of MCA. Sparsity is a
powerful way to approximate signals and images by using a sparse
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linear combinationof atoms fromanover-completedictionary. Sparse
representation is being used in signal and image processing appli-
cations such as de-noising [17], super-resolution [18], in-painting
[19], deblurring [20], segmentation [21], and compression [22], dem-
onstrating that sparse models are well suited to natural images as
well. Starck et al. developed the idea of MCA in a series of papers
and it was used in separating the texture from the geometric com-
ponent [23–25]. MCA algorithm works by decomposing the image
into edges and textures, using themorphological differences in these
features [23,24]. Each of the shape features is related to a ﬁxed dic-
tionary of atoms such as wavelets or Discrete Cosine Transforms.
TypicalMCA is an iterative thresholding scheme inwhich the thresh-
old linearly decreases to zero. Another similar work in the area is
“Learning theMorphological Diversity” by Peyré et al. [26]. They in-
troduced an adaptive MCA scheme by learning the morphologies
of image layers. A combination of adaptive local dictionaries and
ﬁxed generic dictionaries using wavelets and curvelets is used for
decomposition. The main deﬁciency of these models is the exis-
tence of similar atoms corresponding to cartoon and texture
dictionaries that produce coherence. So, to get the expected solu-
tion, proper manual initialization is essential.
Apart from sparse representation, we are also using invariant
image formation as a base step in the proposed shadow removal
method. Many of the works in the area of shadow removal using
invariant image formation were authored by Finlayson and his stu-
dents [8,9,27–31]. In general, his methods are based on forming an
invariant image, in which shadows do not appear followed by re-
constructing the required missing components using reintegration.
Invariant image formation results in the loss of photo quality of
image. To bring back the ﬁne details lost in the invariant image for-
mation, reintegration is performed using Poisson equation by
averaging over retinex paths [8] or Hamiltonian paths [27]. In most
of the methods missing information after shadow removal is in-
terpolated using image inpainting methods. Finlayson also limits
his work to images that follow Lambertian model where Planckian
illumination lights the scenes. However, real scenes need not satisfy
Lambertian assumption.
The remaining part of this research report is put forth as in the
following: The basics of sparse coding, dictionary learning, MCA and
invariant image formation required for better readability of the paper
is presented in Section 2. The proposed method of shadow removal
using sparse representation is discussed in Section 3. The dataset
used, results obtained and further discussions of the proposed work
are given in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5 high-
lighting the approach used and performance gain achieved.
2. Preliminaries
This section brieﬂy reviews the theory behind sparse coding (SC),
dictionary learning, morphological component analysis (MCA) and
intrinsic image formation to better understand the proposed shadow
removal methodology using MCA.
2.1. Sparse coding
Using sparse coding, an image y can be expressed as a set of few
elementary signals taken from an over-complete dictionary A, subject
to α should be sparse.
α
α αmin 0 subject to y A= (1)
Considering noise and sparsity constraint, we can add a regu-
larization parameter λ and reformulate (1) as
α
α λ αmin y A− +2
2
0 (2)
Solution to the above problem is NP hard; however, many convex
[32], non-convex [33] optimization and greedy approximation al-
gorithms [34,35] exist in literature to deal with problems having
the above formulation. Since norm 2 minimization is equivalent to
norm 1, L1 regularized LS also gives solution for the above problem
[32,36,37].
2.2. Dictionary learning
In dictionary learning, the algorithm is given samples of the form
y = Aα, where α ∈ℜm is an unknown random sparse vector and A
is an unknown dictionary matrix in ℜ ∗n m. The goal is to learn A and
α from given y such that
1. A should be over-complete ie m > n
2. Atoms in A are linearly dependent
3. Representation error, E = y − Aα, is minimized
Dictionary learning can be formulated as given in (3). For ﬁxed
dictionary solve system of equations subject to α is sparse. Then,
for ﬁxed α, update A.
argmin . .
,α
α α
A
y A s t k− <=2
2
0 (3)
where k denotes sparsity.
Dictionaries can be ﬁxed, global or local. Global dictionaries are
built from clean patches of selected images of a database. Earlier,
in the sparse coding area, focus was mostly given to ﬁxed over-
complete dictionaries, such as wavelets and discrete cosine transform
[38]. These approaches are called generic since the dictionary is pre-
deﬁned. Local dictionaries are learned online and hence more
adapted to the input image. Different methodologies exist in dic-
tionary learning literature, starting from ﬁxed dictionaries to online
dictionaries [39]. Fixed dictionaries ﬁnd sparse approximations of
the set of training signals for ﬁxed dictionary, whereas optimized
dictionaries keep sparse signals ﬁxed and build optimized diction-
aries [40,41]. MOD, K-SVD [42], and online dictionary learning [39,43]
are the popular algorithms in the area.
2.3. MCA
Morphological Component Analysis is used for the separation
of the components of an image having different morphologies. MCA
and Basis Pursuit are based on sparsity, but MCA is much faster and
is capable of handling large data sets.
Consideran imageyhaving ‘s’morphological components, such that
y yk
k
S
=
=
∑
1
, where yk denotes the kth geometric or textural compo-
nent of y. To decompose the image y into yk k
S{ }
=1, theMCA algorithm
ﬁnds the sparsest solution over the dictionaries Ak such that
α α α λ α
α α
1 1
1 1 2
2
1
, .. argmin
,.
S k
k
s
k k
k
s
s
y A{ } = + −
{ }
= =
∑ ∑ (4)
where αk denotes the kth sparse solution
MCA algorithm uses ﬁxed generic dictionaries such as wave-
lets and curvelets in representing geometric component and DCT
for textural components. A major step in this algorithm is the se-
lection of dictionaries that are mutually incoherent. Further details
about the MCA algorithm can be found in Reference [24].
2.4. Invariant/Intrinsic image formation
An invariant image is invariant to illumination, color and inten-
sity. Illumination invariant image is invariant to illumination. Shadow
is caused by illumination and hence illumination invariant image
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is free from shadows. However, invariant image formation de-
grades photo quality of image. The proposed method of shadow
removal uses invariant image formation proposed by Finlayson et al.
[28]. Finlayson et al. say that the correct angle of projection is one
with minimum entropy in the resulting invariant image. The result
is a gray scale image that is independent of shadows.
3. Proposed work
In the proposed approach, shadow removal is formulated as a
variation of image decomposition problem using MCA, which uses
separate local dictionaries for shadow and nonshadow parts. The
input image is initially used to generate an illumination invariant
image [28] in which shadows are absent. The formation of invari-
ant image also results in the loss of photo quality of image; hence,
texture and edge information is lost and we need to bring back these
ﬁne details of the image to get shadow-free resultant image. In-
variant image is then subtracted from input image to get the residual
image that consists of shadow and geometric information of the
input image. Sparse coding using orthogonal Matching Pursuit is
applied using locally learned dictionaries. Finally, missing geomet-
ric components are reintegrated to the invariant image to get the
resultant shadow-free image. The major steps during the shadow
removal process is given in Fig. 1(a)–(f).
Major differences between the proposed approach and MCA are
1. MCA algorithms are iterative, whereas the proposed approach
is non-iterative.
2. MCA algorithm for image decomposition directly applies to the
input image, whereas in the proposed approach MCA is applied
to the resultant image obtained after subtraction of the input
image from the invariant image.
3. Instead of using a predeﬁned generic dictionary based on
curvelets, wavelets or DCT, we construct separate local diction-
aries for shadow part and geometric part as shadow falls on
diverse texture of an image.
3.1. Problem formulation
Input shadow image I is initially used to generate an illumination
invariant image, IN, in which shadows and relevant geometric infor-
mation are absent. Difference between input image I and illumination
invariant image INgenerates a residual image ISwhere the shadowsand
the other geometric information are retained. Thus, I is now split into
twoimages; theshadowimageandthenonshadowimage, I = IN + IS.Dic-
tionary learning generates a dictionary AIS using the training patches
extracted from IS. AIS is further divided into two sub-dictionaries,
which represent the shadow and the geometric components of IS,
respectively. The problem of shadow removal using the proposed
approach is formulated as given in (5). Sparse coding is performed
using Mallat and Zhang’s Orthogonal matching pursuit [34].
α ε
α α
IS
k m S S S SR
I
k
I I
k
I
ky A s t Lmin . .− ≤2
2
0 (5)
where y RIk nSε denotes the kth patch extracted from IS. α εI
k m
S R are
the sparse coeﬃcients of yIkS with respect to A RI
n m
Sε
× and L denotes
the maximum number of nonzero coeﬃcients of α IkS .
3.2. Dictionary learning
The proposed approach of shadow removal uses separate local
dictionaries for shadow and nonshadow parts, instead of using single
global dictionary. Even though shadows are affected globally, we
perform decomposition and reconstruction locally, using local dic-
tionary. Hence, using local dictionaries can contribute more results
than using global dictionary. The proposed work mainly focuses on
the use of a local dictionary or an adaptive strategy that builds the
dictionary from the exemplar patches extracted from the shadow
and the nonshadow regions of residual image (IS). The reasons for
not selecting a single global dictionary are
1. Shadow regions and geometric components are highly mixed in
some parts of the image.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 1. (a) Input image I; (b) shadow free invariant image IN of input I; (c) IS = I − IN; (d) geometric component; (e) output of the proposed approach; and (f) ground truth.
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2. Shadow regions often exhibit different characteristics in various
regions of an image
3. Local exemplar based dictionary learning of shadow regions better
represent shadow than a global dictionary does.
Initial dictionary AIS is built from a set of overlapping patches
from an image having shadow part IS. Dictionary learning for shadow
detection problem can be formulated as follows
min
,A R R
I
k
I I
k
I
k
IS
k n m m S S S S
y A
ε αε
α λ α
×
− +⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟
1
2 2
2
1
(6)
where αk denotes the sparse representation coeﬃcients of yk based
on AIS , and λ represents regularization parameter.
To solve (6), we used an online dictionary learning algorithm pro-
posed by Mairal et al. [43]. The atoms constituting AIS are further
divided into two classes representing the geometric ( AI GS_ ) and the
shadow components ( AI SS_ ). Figure 2(a)–(f) illustrates the steps in-
volved in partition. Dictionary partition is performed by computing
texton histogram followed by k-means clustering. The sum of the
norm of each atom’s texton histogram in a cluster is computed and
the one giving the minimum norm belongs to a shadow cluster and
the other cluster is a geometric component. This is based on the
observation that norm of shadow cluster when ploted always gives
less area under the curve, whereas geometric cluster gives higher
value for the same. Thus
A A AI I G I SS S S= [ ]_ _ (7)
The MCA algorithms distinguish between the morphological di-
versities of geometric, AI GS_ , and shadow, AI SS_ , sub-dictionaries by
using mutual incoherence between them. The mutual coherence
μ A AI G I SS S_ _,( ) of AI GS_ and AI SS_ is deﬁned as
μ
ε ε
A A d dI G I S
d A d A
Gi SjS S
Gi IS G Sj IS S
_ _
_ _
, max ,
,
( ) = (8)
where d dGi Sj, stand for the ith and jth atoms in AI GS_ and AI SS_ , re-
spectively and d dSi Gj, denotes the inner product of d dSi Gj, . When
each atom is normalized to have a unit l2 norm, the range of μ(A1, A2)
is [0, 1]. The mutual incoherence of d dGi Sj, is 1 1 2− ( )μ A A, . A smaller
value of mutual coherence indicates that there are much diversi-
ties in the two sub dictionaries and decomposition will be better.
3.3. Reconstruction of shadow free image
OMP algorithm is applied to each yIkS extracted from IS via min-
imization of (5) based on the two dictionaries AI SS_ and AI GS_ to ﬁnd
its sparse coeﬃcients α IkS . To recover geometric component IS
G of
IS we use reconstructed patch yIkS as follows.
1. Coeﬃcients corresponding to AI GS_ in α I
k
S is set to zeros to obtain
α I SkS . Similarly, the corresponding coeﬃcients of AI SS_ in α I
k
S are
set to zero to obtain α I GkS .
2. Each patch yIkS can be used to recover ISG by averaging the pixel
values in overlapping regions. yIkS can be re-expressed as geo-
metric and shadow components as follows.
y A or y AI Gk I G I Gk I Sk I S I SkS S S S S S= × = ×_ _ α α
Finally, the shadow-removed image can be obtained via
I I Ishadow free N SG_ = + . Instead of iteratively performing sparse coding,
here, MCA based image decomposition is performed only one time
for each patch yIkS with respect to A A AI I G I SS S S= [ ]_ _
The entire algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1: Non-
iterative MCA based shadow removal.
4. Experimental results and discussion
This section gives detailed description about the implementa-
tion details, the dataset used, evaluation metrics and performance
of the proposed shadow removal methodology.
Fig. 2. (a) Input image I, (b) invariant image; (c) IS = IN − I; (d) initial dictionary learned from Is (e) Local Shadow dictionary; (f) Local Geometric dictionary.
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4.1. UIUC shadow datasets
Guo et al. [6] provide datasets for shadow detection as well as
removal which are available in the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign database (UIUC).1 This dataset consists of 108 indoor
as well as outdoor image pairs, photographed under a variety of il-
lumination conditions. As this dataset also provides shadow-free
image and ground truth of shadow region, it is useful for the eval-
uation of detection and removal.
4.2. Evaluation metrics
Evaluation of the proposed method is performed using RMSE
(Root mean squared error). Most of the shadow removal works re-
ported in still images have not performed quantitative evaluation
of the result. Guo et al. [6], Miyazaki et al. [14] Gong and Cosker
[15], and Gryka et al. [16] are the major works that provide quan-
titative evaluation. Other notable works provide only visual
comparison.
4.3. Experiment
Experimental evaluation was performed on both indoor and
outdoor images from UIUC database [6]. The images used in this
paper include human subjects and natural objects in various en-
vironments comprising different backgroundmaterials and textured
surfaces. Figure 3 gives the sample result of few images using the
proposed method. The procedure and implementation details of the
proposed method are described as follows.
The implementation of the intrinsic image is adopted from
Finlayson et al. [28]. Successful removal of shadow depends to a great
extent on this ﬁrst phase. This method is simple andworks by ﬁnding
the invariant direction followed by generating a gray scale image.
Finally, an L1, a chromatic intrinsic image that is free of shadows,
is formed. The method does not need any sort of camera calibra-
tion or prior knowledge about the image. Invariant image results
in the loss of ﬁne details, namely edges and geometric features. The
proposed method tries to bring back these ﬁne details into this in-
variant image to get the ﬁnal shadow-free image. A plot given in
Fig. 4 shows the difference in RMSE for invariant image and resul-
tant image using proposed approach for the entire set of 108 images
from the UIUC dataset. It can be observed that the RMSE of the pro-
posed approach always remains better than that of the invariant
image.
In the dictionary learning step, we used online dictionary learn-
ing proposed by Mairal et al. [43] to solve (6) with the suggested
regularization parameter λ set to 0.15. Initial dictionary AIS is built
from a set of overlapping patches from residual image IS (see Fig. 2(c)
and (d)). Size of dictionary is set as 1024 and the dictionary learn-
ing iteration is ﬁxed as 100. For dictionary learning, residual image
of size 200 × 200 is used, from which patches of size 18 × 18 are ex-
tracted. The criteria for selecting patch size is further explained in
this section. K-means clustering is used to classify initial dictio-
nary into shadow and geometric dictionary as the proposed approach
uses separate local dictionaries for shadow and geometric parts.
Figure 2(e) and (f) shows a sample of shadow and geometric dic-
tionaries. Sparse coding was performed using Mallat and Zhang’s
Orthogonal Matching pursuit [34].
We measure the diversities of two sub dictionaries, shadow and
geometric ( AI GS_ and AI SS_ ), using mutual coherence μ deﬁned in (8).
Smaller value of mutual coherence leads to much diverse sub-
dictionaries and improves the decomposition based on the two sub-
dictionaries. As the dictionary atom size increases, mutual coherence
also increases. Size of dictionary atoms inﬂuences the mutual co-
herence of the sub-dictionaries. We tried to plot the dictionary atom
size versus the mutual coherence of local, global and generic dic-
tionaries in Fig. 5. For generic dictionaries such as Haar wavelet, DCT
and Gaussian, mutual coherence decreases as atom size increases,
whereas for local and global dictionaries, mutual coherence in-
creases along with atom size. Also, μ of local dictionaries is less
compared to that of global dictionaries. From Fig. 5 its clear that
as atom size increases, mutual coherence of local and global dic-
tionaries also increases, whereas decreasing atom size affects the
computation time. So, we try to keep atom size as small as possi-
ble so that it alwaysmaintains a reasonable computation time during
the online dictionary learning process. Hence, we ﬁxed the patch
size as 18 × 18, which in turn is equal to atom size 324. Even though
μ of ﬁxed generic dictionaries is less, the resultant shadow-free image
using local dictionaries has less RMSE than the one using generic
dictionaries.
The major difference between the proposed method and MCA
was explained in Section 3. MCA algorithms are iterative, whereas
the proposed MCA approach is non-iterative. Even if the algo-
rithm iterates for a few number of times, the result somewhat
remains the same and there is no notable difference in the RMSE
of the resultant image. This is clear if we observe the plot given in1 http://aqua.cs.uiuc.edu/site/projects/shadow.html.
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Fig. 6, where RMSE of the proposed approach for image in Fig. 2
over 100 iteration is given. The intention of Fig. 6 is just to clarify
that RMSE value never changes over iteration. Another difference
fromMCA is that the proposed approach uses local sub-dictionaries,
whereas the MCA approach uses ﬁxed generic dictionary. Plot
given in Fig. 6 also gives the difference in performance using RMSE
value of the resultant image using ﬁxed dictionary, local sub-
dictionary and after invariant image formation. The proposed
approach using local dictionary substantially improves the
performance.
Quantitative evaluation of the proposed method has been per-
formed using RMSE. Table 1 gives the performance of the proposed
approach in terms of RMSE using generic, local and global diction-
aries. Performance is comparatively better when using local
dictionary. Even though μ of generic dictionaries is comparatively
lower, RMSE of shadow removal using the proposed approach is
Fig. 3. Results of the proposed shadow removal process: Left – input image I; Middle – output of the proposed approach; Right – Ground truth.
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better. Themethod has been quantitatively compared with Guo et al.
[6] and Gryka et al. [16] and found to be better in terms of RMSE.
Details of evaluation using images from UIUC dataset are given in
Table 2. The proposed method has been visually compared using
results from Gong and Cosker [15] and is given in Fig. 7.
Table 3 gives a qualitative evaluation of sixmajor shadow removal
algorithms – Miyazaki et al. [14], Lalonde et al. [10], Guo et al. [6],
Gong and Cosker [15], Zhu et al. 2015 [11] and Gryka et al. [16] –
to compare their performance with the proposed approach using
properties such as computational load and preservation of textures.
Average running time of an image from UIUC dataset [6] is
78.34 ± 18 s/image, out of which 69.6 ± 10 is for dictionary learn-
ing. In comparison, for the same dataset, the method by Guo et al.
[6] takes 104.718 s/image for shadow removal. Computational time
of the proposed method is better compared with state of the art
methods.
5. Conclusion
We have presented a method to remove shadow from an image
using the morphological diversities of shadow coupled with in-
variant image formation. In the proposed approach, shadow removal
is formulated as a decomposition problem that uses separate local
dictionaries for shadow and nonshadow parts, without using single
global dictionary. Local dictionaries used in the proposed ap-
proach are learned from the patches extracted from the residual of
Dataset
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
R
M
SE
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Proposed
Invariant
Fig. 4. RMSE for the invariant image and the resultant image for the entire dataset.
It can be observed that RMSE of the proposed approach always remain less than
that of the invariant image.
Fig. 5. Dictionary atom size versus Mutual coherence (μ) of generic, local and global
dictionaries.
Iteration
R
M
SE
12.236
12.238
12.24
12.242
12.244
12.246
12.248
12.25
12.252
Proposed
Fixed dictionary
Invariant
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Fig. 6. RMSE vs Iteration for image in Fig. 2 using generic dictionary, local dictio-
nary and invariant image. Proposed approach is non-iterative and even if the algorithm
iterates for 100 times, RMSE value of the resultant image remains almost constant.
Table 1
Average RMSE of image from UIUC dataset using generic, global and proposed local
dictionary based shadow detection.
Generic dictionary
1a 2b 3c Global
Dictionary
Global + Local
Dictionary [26]
Proposed
Approach
14.67 14.85 13.93 14.10 13.5 12.23
a Haar wavelet packet and DCT dictionary.
b DCT and shifted Kronecker delta.
c iid Gaussian entries with zero mean.
Table 2
Quantitative evaluation-RMSE between result of shadow removal and the ground
truth shadow-free images using UIUC [6] dataset.
Methodology RMSE
Guo et al. 2013 [6] 19.85
Gryka et al. 2015 [16] 13.83
Invariant image [28] 15.10
Proposed approach 12.23
Table 3
Qualitative evaluation.
Author Method Preservation
of Texture
Computational
load
Miyazaki et al. [14] Interactive Excellent Low
Lalonde et al. [10] Automatic Good Low
Guo et al. [6] Automatic Excellent Medium
Gong and Cosker [15] Interactive Good Low
Zhu et al. [11] Automatic Average Medium
Gryka et al. [16] Interactive Excellent Low
Proposed Automatic Excellent Low
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image obtained after invariant image formation. Finally, a varia-
tion of MCA-based image decomposition using local dictionaries is
performed to add the geometric component to the non-shadow part
of the image to obtain the shadow-removed version of input image.
The proposed approach of shadow removal works well for indoor
and outdoor images, and the method has been compared with pre-
vious approaches and was found to be better in terms of RMSE.
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